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From:

John Donovan Oohn@shellnews.net]

Sent:

09 August 2006 16:41

To:

Van der Veer, Jeroen SI-GLOBAL

Cc:

Brinded, Malcolm A RDS-ECMB; Wiseman, Richard RM SI-LMAPF

Subject:

Revised Email

..

•

ShellN ews.net: When is Shell going to sue former Shell International
Grou~ Auditor Bill Cam~bell for defamation?
Posted by Royal Dutch Shell PIc .com at August 9th, 2006
An Open Letter from John Donovan To JEROEN

VAN DER VEER (sent by email)

Dear Mr Van der Veer
~,

a long term Shell shareholder I am extremely concerned by the serious allegations made by the former
,
hell International Group Auditor, Mr Bill Campbell, concerning alleged falsification of records in relation
to the Shell Brent scandal.
We really cannot have a distinguished former high level Shell official being allowed to make such
accusations without Shell taking action against him for defamation if, as Shell claims, they are untrue.
This is not a case of some outsider ignorant of the facts making wild accusations. The charges in this case are
being made by a person of high reputation and considerable expertise following his authorised investigation
as Group Auditor into the Brent safety regime.
Since a number of "accidental" deaths have occurred on Brent Bravo, two of which resulted in a record
breaking £900,000 fine imposed on SheH, the aHegation of falsification of records could result in criminal
charges if true.

Mr Campbell is on record as claiming that he has personally met with you to discuss these matters. If this is
;.:.~xrect, then you must be fully briefed on the issues and the allegations he has publicly made. They have
"'·~'<n repeated in various mass media sources and in trade publications including, for example,
v pstreamOnline.
Mr Campbell says that ESDV leak-off tests were purposely falsified, not once but many times. He further
alleges that the inaction of the relevant Asset Manager, the General Manager, the Oil Director and the Shell
Expro Managing Director in 1999 (Malcolm Brinded), contributed in some part to the unlawful killing of
two persons on Brent Bravo in September 2003.
My father and I have published some outspoken articles about Shell ourselves but nothing as serious as th
charges levelled against Shell management by your own former Group Auditor. And as you are aware, 1ve
have a special
dispensation
from Shell International
Petroleum
Company
to say what we'
like about Shell...
Surely Shell is not going to allow Mr Campbell to continued repeating these devastating allegations? If they
are unfounded, why have you not already instituted libel proceedings? If they are true, why have you not
sacked Malcolm Brinded? Why has he not done the honourable thing and resigned?
22/03/2007
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{ou had no compunction about bringing a draconian defamation action against Dr John Huong. Why the
'eluctance to set your lawyers on to Mr Campbell. If you do not take action, people will naturally assume
hat Shell management is unwilling to do so because Mr Campbell is speaking the truth and can prove it.

(nowing Shell management as I do, no doubt Shell undercover agents are already engaged in "activities" in
'elation ~o the loose cannon, Mr Campbell - the ultimate whistleblower. As you are aware, one of your
)redeces§ors as the boss of bosses at Shell was simultaneously the spymaster of a sinister private intelligence
~ompany staffed by former MI6 agents who carried out operations for Shell on an international basis. Mr
:::ampbell will therefore be well advised to be on his guard at all times while these matters are still on the

)Oil.

J anyone says anything untrue about Shell, it is your duty Mr Van der Veer to take action to protect the
-eputation of the Shell brand. However, you have my sympathy to some degree because Shell management
)lunders and misdeeds have been so wide-ranging that people who wish to criticise have an almost unlimited
mpply of amrilUnition (as the recent articles below confirm).

:::onclusion: the fact that Shell has not obtained an injunction to prevent Mr Campbell
lllegations speaks volumes. He is plainly a man of great courage speaking the truth.

making his

~ours sincerely
Donovan
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Royal Dutch Shell Group .com
This is not the website of Royal Dutch Shell Group nor is it endorsed by them, or affiliated with them in any
. way,

FOR
ROYAL DUTCH SHELL breaking news click here: Royal Dutch Shell Ric .com
"

Our dire warnings about Sakhalin II since July 2005
The Shell Brent Bravo Scandal (exposed by Shell Whistleblower,

Bill Campbell)

THE FULL FILE OF BRENT BRAVO ARTICLES
This website is the subject of multiple High Court Actions by EIGHT multinational
Companies,

Royal Dutch Shell

The current deluge of litigation includes a Restrainjng Order, mUltiple Interim Injunctions, and contempt of court proceedings seeking the
imprisonment of a Shell Whistleblower, Dr John Huong, This must be the ultimate David -v- Goliath battle, Eight evil multinationals against one
unemployed Malaysian humanitarian, It is impossible to reconcile Shell's draconian legal assault which is focused totally on
information/articles/correspondence published on this website, with it's manifestly false claims to support freedom of expression on the Internet,
Information about the litigation can be found on the leaflets accessible below.

LEAFLETS CIRCULATED IN 2006 AT THE SHELL CENTRE, LONDON FROM 3rd MAY TO 5th MAY
AND AT THE HQ OF ROYAL DUTCH SHELL PLC
IN THE HAGUE, NETHERLANDS, FROM 9th TO 12th MAY

Acrobat Reader is needed to access the leaflets below. Please be patient when downloading.
To download the FREE Acrobat Reader click on the following link:
b.11P-: //www.adobe.com/Qroducts/acrobaUreadsteg2.htm
I

IAN OPEN LETTER FROM ALFRED DONOVAN TO MR RICHARD WISEMAN

IlvlEW FRONTIIVIEW REVERSEI

IA TALE OF TWO SHELL EMPLOYEES: SIR PHILIP WATTS & DR JOHN HUONG I!VIEW FRONTIIVIEW REVERSEI
IEXTRACTS FROM DR JOHN HUONG PROHIBITED ARTICLE

IlvlEW FRONTIIVIEW REVERSE I

1399REASONS FOR SHELL MANAGEMENT TO HANG THEIR HEADS IN SHAMEI!VIEW FRONTIIVIEW REVERSEI
"ILlTIGATION TRACK RECORD ROYAL DUTCH SHELL -v- DONOVAN
TO ENTER THE ShellNews.net

I!VIEW FRONTIIVIEW REVERSEI

website click here: ShellNews,net

FOR ROYAL DUTCH SHELL PLC ,com breaking news click here: Royal Dutch Shell Ric .com

..
For the file containing ALL SheliNews,net articles including news about Shell's persecution
geologist, Dr John Huong, click here: Comp-Iete file of SheliNews.net articles

of former Shell

Some ShellNews.net stories:
Shell CEO Letter of Censure to Malcolm Brinded, Executive Director of Shell EP : 01 March'
2007
Royal Dutch Shell Regutation: February 2007
http://www.she1l2004.com!

26/03/200
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SheIlNews.net: CorresRondence with Shell General Counsel Richard Wiseman on authenticity
!QR secret contingencY-Rlans: Monday 5 February 2007

SheIlNews.net: The Sakhalin II controversy: continues:

of leaked Shell

07January 2007

SheIlNews.net: The inside story: of Shell's Sakhalin II debacle: 05 January 2007
ShellNews,net:

Shell General Counsel Richard Wiseman: Practising what you preach:

ShellNews,net: When is Shell going to sue former Shell International Group Auditor
defamation? : 9 August 2006

21 August 2006

Bill Campbell for

Leaked Shell email from a high level source noting the moral decline at Shell: 23 July 2006
SheIlNews.net: Shell issues High Court "Summons
owner/Rublisher of this website: 17 July 2006
CNN Executive Bookmark:

in Chambers" targeted against Alfred Donovan, the co-

August 2006

ShellNews,net: A climate of fear among Shell employees: 18 June 2006
ShellNews,net: The Internet battleground

for Shell's reputation:

1st June 2006

SheIINews.net: EIGHT Royal Dutch Shell companies vs, Dr John Huong: 23 May 2006: READ
For the extraordinary

Mondaq series of articles about Shell by Alfred Donovan, click here: READ

Wi ki ped ia: Roya Id utchs hell pic. com
Wikipedia: Shell's reputation:

:t!.11P-:llen, wikipedia.org/wi ki/Roya Idutchshell plc.com

http://en.wikipedia,org/wiki/Royal Dutch Shell Environmental and reputational issues

Jeroen van der Veer

Alfred Donovan

The Wall Street Journal sketch above is reproduced
in accorda'nce with our "Fair Use Notice"

The Wall Street Journal sketch above is reproduced
in accordance with our "Fair Use Notice"

Jeroen is the Chief Executive Officer
of Royal Dutch Shell Pic

Alfred is an 89 year old disgruntled former Shell
marketing consultant (co-owner of this website)

MEMORYLOSS: Jeroen was faced with a potential
~.&1!r.jail sentence after signing accounts
that massively overstated oil and gas reserves,
Jeroen lost a third of Shell's hydrocarbon

MEMORYLOSS: Alfred lost his walking stick
while out shopping, However some traumatic
memories never fade: The InJ:!ID;1endent:
lies,
cover-ups. fat cats and an oil giant in crisis;

1ttp://W\'I/l,v,sheIl2004,com/
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reserves during five restatements
Evening Standard: Shell 'has lied for 10 ~ears'
COURT PROBLEMS: A US Federal Judge gave his
consent in August 2005 for a securities
fraud case to Rroceed against Jeroen in
respect of the scandals which has put
put Shells reputation in terms of global
odium on par with the likes of Enron,
PENSION STABILITY: Jeroen has agreed to pay
$90 million dollars to settle a p-ension fund claim
"
from Shell's USA employees arising from the
reserves scandal. A High Court Judge has found
that Shell "unlawfully" misappropriated funds
belonging to its Mala~sian emR.l9.Y.ees
OVERSPENDING:: Jeroen has admitted to being
"staggered" at the $10 BILLION DOLLAR
cost overrun at the dela~ed Sakhalin-2 groject
in Russia. He seems to have forgotten that he
bears ultimate responsibility for this latest debacle
FORCES AT JEROEN'S DISPOSAL: In the ongoing
Shell disputes with the Donovan's,
including a domain name battle in 2005, Jeroen
has at his disposal over 119,000 Shell employees,
undercover agents and an army of lawyers
LANGUAGE SKILLS: Jeroen speaks
a number of languages including a strange
lingo full of unintelligible jargon. Perhaps this
is the-!I!Y.thicallanguage known as double-dutch?
PERSONALITY: Jeroen has been described in
a Shell News. net article as having all of
the charisma of a piece of wet lettuce
ROYAL CONNECTIONS: Jeroen apparently has
delusions of grandeur - perhaps arising from
the "Royal" prefix to the Royal Dutch Shell name,
His fleet of four luxury executive jets which each
cost about £19,5m, are fitted with cocktail bars,
thick carpets and hi-fi systems, Apparently its
nothing but the best for this high flying Dutchman
and alleged fraudster
. IMPORTANCE OF ONLINE REPUTATION: In May 2006, it
,,:',:,;,was reported that Shell is appointing a digital agency with
"experience in turning around corporate reputations"
"Shell seeks agenc~ for online makeover"
Jeroen is going to need all the help he can get!

F:

COURT PROBLEMS: Alfred has received a fine
for driving at 37 miles per hour within a 30 miles
per hour speed limit. Alfred would ideally like to
take Shell directors to court for all of the threats
made against him and his son over the years
at their behest and directly by a Shell Chairman
PENSION STABILITY: Alfred has never had to sue
the British Army in respect of his war disability
pension, even though it has been coughing
up for it longer than it probably anticipated,
Unlike Shell the Army has a caring attitude
and does not censor former employees
OVERSPENDING: Alfred decided to go wild
and invest in some Viagra but then forgot
Why he wanted it. He has decided to postpone
plans to purchase a fleet of of luxury jets after
scandal ridden Shell has cornered the market
FORCES AT ALFRED'S DISPOSAL: Alfred has no
butler, no chauffeur, no spies, no lawyers, no
private jets and no employees - just his son John
- plus this low cost global platform on which to
exercise his rights to freedom of expression
LANGUAGE SKILLS: At his age Alfred has
to collect his thoughts before he says anything,
He is however still capable of writing a lucid
blunt article about Royal Dutch Shell
PERSONALITY: Alfred has been described as
a "hard nut to crack", Jeroen would probably agree
with one word of that description
ROYAL CONNECTIONS: In 1999 Alfred warned
Queen Beatrix of the Netherlands about a
"a culture of deception and cover-up- deepl~
ingrained at the highest levels of Shell",
Un.fortunately Queen Beatrix ignored his \,a;/arn:r:gs.
According to a Sunda~ Times article in 2004
the Dutch royal family lost £250,000 million on
Shell shares as a result of the reserves scandal
SHELL TESTIMONIAL: For over a decade, Alfred has been
acclaimed by Shell management for his communication
skills, inclUding innovative utilisation of the Internet.
Please
read the astonishing testimonial in 1995 in recognition
of Alfred's unrivalled expertise in goading Shell

http://www.she1l2004.com!
26/03/2007
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Mr Jorma Ollila is the Chairman designate of Royal Dutch Shell Pic.
Reportedly a man of'the highest repute, Mr Ollila took up his
non-executive
position on 1st June 2006, He has a reputation as a .
dynamic and highly successful
businessman ..It's a long time since
Shell had someone combining all of these qualities, We wish him well.
Jonna Ollila

ThisWallStreetjournal sketchis reproducedin accordancewith the "Fair UseNotice" below

*This

it

is n?t the website of Royal D~tch ~hel~ G~oup nor is it endorsed by, them, o,r ,affiliated with them in ar(:
way, Shell s legal statement regarding thIS site IS posted below, If you Wish to VISit the Shell portal websn" :.-_
-e.(,
without being exposed to over 10,000 web pages of news and information
about Shell, including
revelations,
leaked Shell internal documents
and thousands
of articles, you are only one click away: Click here for the
Royal Dutch Shell Pic portal site: shell.com Shell's website presents the activities
of the World's No 3 oil and
gas giant (formally
No 1 but slipping)
employing
all the hype and spin that this $223 BILLION dollar
multinational
can buy, ShellNews,net
provides the antidote in a "fair and balanced" way using the Fox News
model. PLEASE NOTE THAT WE HAVE ~OSTED ON THE "TELL SHELL" FORUM AN OPEN INVITATION TO
PUBLISH, UNEDITED, ANY RESPONSE SHELL WISHES TO MAKE TO ANY ARTICLE PUBLISHED HEREIN: THIS
INVITATION IS IN KEEPING WITH OUR EARLIER OFFERS TO SHELL & ITS AGENTS IN 2004, MADE BY EMAIL,
FAX & ONLINE POSTING: SHELL IS OF COURSE FREE TO ISSUE LIBEL PROCEEDINGS
IF ANYTHING
PUBLISHED
HEREIN IS UNTRUE. This is a non-commercial
site: no sUbscription
charges
and no paid
advertising.
I

.,

LEGAL STATEMENT BY THE ROYAL DUTCH SHELL GROUP REGARDING THIS WEBSITE: I, Alfred Donovan,
I
would iike to remind Sheii iawyers that the "group" has placed on record its acknowiedgement
oj my jreedom
to air my opinions about Shell on SheIlNews.net.
I did of course already have rights under various freedom of
expression
conventions
and declarations
but its nice to know that Shell, one of the multinational
rulers of our I
planet, recognises
this fact. The Royal Dutch Shell Group made the following
unusual statement in a legal
document
in regards to this website: - "The ... Group.... have been aware of the site since the beginning and
whilst they would not endorse or agree with many of the comments made by' the Resg,ondent on the websi(-{:"
they have taken the view that the Resg,ondent is entitled to exg,ress his op,inions and to use the Internet as\>~d
medium for doing so." This statement drafted by Shell lawyers and authorised by the "Group", amounts to tacit
acceptance/recognition
of this website
by Shell. It was submitted
to The World Intellectual
Property
Organisation
in May 2005 by Shell International
Petroleum Company Limited on behalf of the Royal Dutch Shell
Group in WIPO proceedings
against me, Alfred Donovan, as the "Respondent"
(owner) of the three domain
names at the top of this web page, including
www.royaldutchshellglc.com.
(In August 2005, a three person
independent
panel of Internet domain name lawyers/experts
unanimously
rejected Shell's claim.)
'I

II

..

·It remains a mystery why Shell has taken an entirely different view regarding
the fundamental
human right to freedom of expression in respect of the former Shell geologist Dr John Huong (left),
the well-known
Shell whistle-blower,
in relation to postings under his name elsewhere on this same
ebsite, Eight companies
within the Royal Dutch Shell Group collectively
obtained a High Court
Injunction to silence him. That Injunction remains in force. They have subsequently
threatened him
ith imprisonment.

*F air Use Notice: This site containscopyrightedmaterialthe useof whichhasnot aiwaysbeenspecifically authorizedby the copyrightowner,
We are making such materialavailablein our efforts to advanceunderstandingof environmental,political, human rights, economic,democracy,
scientific, and socialjustice issues,etc, We believethis constitutesa 'fair use'of anysuch copyrightedmaterialas providedfor in section107of
the US Copyright Law, In accordancewith Title 17 U,S,C,Section107,the materialon this site is distributed without profit to those who have
expressed a prior interest in receiving the included information for research and educational purposes, For more information go to:
!:l.tlJ:l:llwww,law,cornell.edu/uscode/17/107,shtml.
If youwish to usecopyrightedmaterialfrom this site for purposesof your ownthat go beyond'fair
use', you must obtain permissionfrom the copyright owner,Site Ownership:Shell 2004,com(also known as SheliNews,nel)IS OWNED AND

up:!/www,she1l2004,comJ
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ROYAL DUTCH SHELL breaking news click here: Royal Dutch Shell Ric .com

Our dire warnings about Sakhalin II since July 2005

~Shell Brent Bravo Scandal (exposed by Shell Whistleblower,

Bill Campbell)

THE FULL FILE OF BRENT BRAVO ARTICLES

This website is the subject of multiple High Court Actions by EIGHT multinational
Companies.

Royal Dutch Shell

c

~current deluge of litigation includes a Restraining Order, multiple Interim Injunctions, and contempt of court proceedings seeking the
sonment of a Shell Whistle blower, Dr John Huong, This must be the ultimate David -v- Goliath battle, Eight evil multinationals against one
unemployed Malaysian humanitarian, It is impossible to reconcile Shell's draconian legal assault which is focused totally on
lation/articles/correspondence published on this website, with it's manifestly false claims to support freedom of expression on the Internet,
Information about the litigation can be found on the leaflets accessible below,

.'1

LEAFLETS CIRCULATED IN 2006 AT THE SHELL CENTRE, LONDON FROM 3rd MAY TO 5th MAY
AND AT THE HQ OF ROYAL DUTCH SHELL PLC
IN THE HAGUE, NETHERLANDS, FROM 9th TO 12th MAY

>bat Reader is needed to access the leaflets below. Please be patient when downloading.
To download the FREE Acrobat Reader click on the following link:
bllP- :llwww.adobe.com/Rroducts/acrobaUreadstep2.htm
I

)PEN LETTER FROM ALFRED DONOVAN TO MR RICHARD WISEMAN
\LE OF TWO SHELL EMPLOYEES: SIR PHILIP WATTS & DR JOHN HUONG
RACTS FROM DR JOHN HUONG PROHIBITED ARTICLE
REASONS FOR SHELL MANAGEMENT TO HANG THEIR HEADS IN SHAME
GATION TRACK RECORD ROYAL DUTCH SHELL -v- DONOVAN
:NTER THE ShellNew5.net

!VIEW FRONTllvlEW REVERSEI
!VIEW FRONTllvlEW REVERSEI
!V1EWFRONT!lvIEW REVERSEl
IVIEW FRONTllvlEW REVERSEI
IVIEW FRONTIlVIEW REVERSEI

website click here: ShellNews.net

ROYAL DUTCH SHELL PLC .com breaking news click here: Royal Dutch Shell Ric ,com
the file containing ALL ShellNews,net articles including news about Shell's persecution
logist, Dr John Huang, click here: CamRlete file of ShellNews,net articles

of former Shell
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:!II CEO Letter of Censure to Malcolm Brinded, Executive Director of Shell EP : 01 March'
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ShellNews,net: Corresp-ondence with Shell General Counsel Richard Wiseman on authenticity
1QJ:;! secret contingency p-Ians: Monday 5 February 2007

SheIINews.net: The Sakhalin II controversy

continues:

of leaked Shell

07January 2007

SheIlNews.net: The inside story of Shell's Sakhalin II debacle: 05 January 2007
SheIINews.net: Shell General Counsel Richard Wiseman: Practising what you preach:

21 August 2006

SheIlNews.net: When is Shell going to sue former Shell International Group- Auditor Bill Campbell for
defamation? : 9 August 2006
Leaked Shell email from a high level source noting the moral decline at Shell: 23 July 2006
ShellNews,net: Shell issues High Court "Summons in Chambers" targeted against Alfred Donovan. the coowner/publisher of this website: 17 July 2006
CNN Executive Bookmark: August 2006
SheIlNews.net: A climate of fear among Shell employees: 18 June 2006
ShellNews,net: The Internet battleground

for Shell's reputation:

1st June 2006

SheIlNews.net: EIGHT Royal Dutch Shell companies vs. Dr John Huong: 23 May 2006: READ
For the extraordinary

Mondaq series of articles about Shell by Alfred Donovan, click here: READ

Wiki ped ia: Royald utc hshe IIplc.com:.b.ll.p:I/en,wiki pedia,org/wiki/Royaldutchshell
Wikipedia: Shell's reputation:

plc,com

http://en,wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal Dutch Shell Environmental and reputational issues
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Jeroen van der Veer

Alfred Donovan
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'

Jeroen is the Chief Executive Officer
of Royal Dutch Shell Pic

Alfred is an 89 year old disgruntled former Shell
marketing consultant (co-owner of this website)

MEMORYLOSS: Jeroen was faced with a Rotential
liY~Mj_9il sentence after signing accounts
that massively overstated oil and gas reserves,
Jeroen lost a third of Shell's hydrocarbon

MEMORYLOSS:Alfred lost his walking stick
while out shopping. However some traumatic
memories never fade: The IndeRendent:Lies,
cover-uRs,fat cats and an oil giant in crisis;

1ttp://www.sheIl2004.com!
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reserves during five restatements

COURT PROBLEMS: A US Federal Judge gave his
consent in August 2005 for a securities
fraud case to proceed against Jeroen in
respect of the scandals which has put
put Shells reputation in terms of global
odium on par with the likes of Enron.
PENSION STABILITY: Jeroen has agreed to pay
$90 million dollars to settle a pension fund claim
~ from Shell's USA employees arising from the
reserves scandal. A High Court Judge has found
that Shell "unlawfully" misappropriated funds
belonging to its Malaysian employees
OVERSPENDING:: Jeroen has admitted to being
"staggered" at the $10 BILLION DOLLAR
cost overrun at the delayed Sakhalin-2 project
in Russia, He seems to have forgotten that he
bears ultimate responsibility for this latest debacle
FORCES AT JEROEN'S DISPOSAL: In the ongoing
Shell disputes with the Donovan's,
including a domain name battle in 2005, Jeroen
has at his disposal over 119,000 Shell employees,
'undercover agents and an army of lawyers
LANGUAGE SKILLS: Jeroen speaks
a number of languages including a strange
lingo full of unintelligible jargon. Perhaps this
is the mythical language known as double-dutch?
PERSONALITY: Jeroen has been described in
a ShellNews.net article as having all of
the charisma of a Riece of wet lettuce
ROYAL CONNECTIONS: Jeroen apparently has
delusions of grandeur - perhaps arising from
the "Royal" prefix to the Royal Dutch Shell name,
His fleet of four luxury executive jets which each
cost about £19,5m, are fitted with cocktail bars,
thick carpets and hi-fi systems, Apparently its
nothing but the best for this high flying Dutchman
and alleged fraudster

IMPORTANCE OF ONLINE REPUTATION: In May 2006, it
,,:::,;,:,,;
was reported that Shell is appointing a digital agency with
~,
"experience in turning around corporate reputations"
•
"Shell seeks agency for online makeover"
Jeroen is going to need all the help he can get!

http://www.she112004.com!

Evening Standard: Shell 'has lied for 10 years'
COURT PROBLEMS: Alfred has rec.eived a fine
for driving at 37 miles per hour within a 30 miles
per hour speed limit. Alfred would ideally like to
take Shell directors to court for all of the threats
made against him and his son over the years
at their behest and directly by a Shell Chairman
PENSION STABILITY: Alfred has never had to sue
th~ British Army in respect of his war disability
pension, even though it has been coughing
up for it longer than it probably anticipated,
Unlike Shell the Army has a caring attitude
and does not censor former employees
OVERSPENDING: Alfred decided to go wild
and invest in some Viagra but then forgot
why he wanted it. He has decided to postpone
plans to purchase a fleet of of luxury jets after
scandal ridden Shell has cornered the market,
FORCES AT ALFRED'S DISPOSAL: Alfred has no
butler, no chauffeur, no sQies, no lawyers, no
private jets and no employees - just his son John
- plus this low cost global platform on which to
exercise his rights to freedom of expression
LANGUAGE SKILLS: At his age Alfred has
to collect his thoughts before he says anything,
He is however still capable of writing a lucid
blunt article about Royal Dutch Shell
PERSONALITY: Alfred has been described as
a "hard nut to crack", Jeroen would probably agree
with one word of that description
ROYAL CONNECTIONS: In 1999 Alfred warned
Queen Beatrix of the Netherlands about a
"a culture of deceRtion and cover-up- deeRlY
ingrained at the highest levels of Shell",
Unfortunately Queen Beatrix ignored his warnings,
According to a Sunday Times article in 2004
the Dutch royal family lost £250,000 million on
Shell shares as a result of the reserves scandal
SHELL TESTIMONIAL: For over a decade, Alfred has been
acclaimed by Shell management for his communication
skills, including innovative utilisation of the Internet.
Please
read the astonishing testimonial in 1995 in recognition
of Alfred's unrivalled expertise in goading Shell

26/03/200~
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1
Mr Jorma Ollila is the Chairman designate of Royal Dutch Shell Pic.
Reportedly a man of the highest repute, Mr Ollila took up his
non-executive position on 1st June 2006. He has a reputation as a
dynamic and highly successful businessman. It's a long time since
Shell had someone combining all of these qualities. We wish him well.
}orma

OJlila
This Wall Street journal sketch is reproduced in accordance with the "Fair Use Notice" below
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is not the website of Royal Dutch Shell Group nor is it endorsed by them, or affiliated with them in a(\ ..
way, Shell's legal statement regarding this site is posted below, If you wish to visit the Shell portal websfl\:.
without being exposed to over 10,000 web pages of news and information about Shell, inclUding revelations,
'
leaked Shell internal documents and thousands of articles, you are only one click away: Click here for the
Royal Dutch Shell Pic portal site: shell.com Shell's website presents the activities of the World's No 3 oil and
gas giant (formally No 1 but slipping) employing all the hype and spin that this $223 BILLION dollar
multinational can buy, SheliNews,net provides the antidote in a "fair and balanced" way using the Fox News
model. PLEASE NOTE THAT WE HAVE POSTED ON THE "TELL SHELL" FORUM AN OPEN INVITATION TO
PUBLISH, UNEDITED, ANY RESPONSE SHELL WISHES TO MAKE TO ANY ARTICLE PUBLISHED HEREIN: THIS
INVITATION IS IN KEEPING WITH OUR EARLIER OFFERS TO SHELL & ITS AGENTS IN 2004, MADE BY EMAIL,
FAX & ONLINE POSTING:. SHELL IS OF COURSE FREE TO ISSUE LIBEL PROCEEDINGS IF ANYTHING
PUBLISHED HEREIN IS UNTRUE. This is a non-commercial site: no SUbscription charges and no paid
advertising.
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LEGAL STATEMENT BY THE ROYAL DUTCH SHELL GROUP REGARDING THIS WEBSITE: I, Alfred Donovan,
would like to remind Shell lawyers that the "group" has placed on record its acknowledgement of my freedom
to air my opinions about Shell on SheIiNews.net. I did of course already have rights under various freedom of
expression conventions and declarations but its nice to know that Shell, one of the multinational rulers of our
planet, recognises this fact. The Royal Dutch Shell Group made the following unusual statement in a legal
document in regards to this website: - "The .., Group-,... have been aware' of the site since the beginning...iL'lcf. .1
whilst they would not endorse or agree with many of the comments made by the Respondent on the webs((:'i
they haile taken the view that the Resp-,ondent is entitled to e@ress his opinions and to use the Internet as <~~
medium for doing so." This statement drafted by Shell lawyers and authorised by the "Group", amounts to taci
acceptance/recognition
of this website by Shell. It was submitted to The World Intellectual Property
Organisation in May 2005 by Shell International Petroleum Company Limited on behalf of the Royal Dutch Shell
Group in WIPO proceedings against me, Alfred Donovan, as the "Respondent" (owner) of the three domain
names at the top of this web page, inclUding www.royaldutchshellglc.com.
(In August 2005, a three person
independent panel of Internet domain name lawyers/experts unanimously rejected Shell's claim.)
)

It remains a mystery why Shell has taken an entirely different view regarding the fundamental
human right to freedom of expression in respect of the former Shell geologist Dr John Huong (left),
he well-known Shell whistle-blower, in relation to postings under his name elsewhere on this same
ebsite. Eight companies within the Royal Dutch Shell Group collectively obtained a High Court
njunction to silence him, That Injunction remains in force, They have subsequently threatened him
ith imprisonment.

i
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*Fair Use Notice:

This site contains copyrighted material the use of which has not always been specifically authorized by the copyright owner,
We are making such material available in our efforts to advance understanding of enVironmental, political, human rights, economic, democracy,
.scientific, and social justice issues, etc, We believe this constitutes a 'fair use' of any such copyrighted material as provided for in section 107 of
the US Copyright Law, In accordance with Title 17 U,S,C, Section 107, the material on this site is distributed without profit to those who have
expressed a prior, interest in receiving the included information for research and educational purposes, For more information go to:
httg:!lwww,law,cornell.edu/uscode/17/107,shtml. If you wish to use copyrighted material from this site for purposes of your own that go beyond 'fair
use', you must obtain permission from the copyright owner. Site Ownership: Shell 2004,com (also known as ShellNews,net) IS OWNED AND
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Now I think any reasonable interpretation of this reply fram Legal Counsel is that he is not
disputing that there were shortcomings, but that if they use this word (i.e, get truthful for once in
line with ou'r stated business principles) then this will over excite our employees and the press
who inevitably will get there hands on the statement.

With reference to Part (2) - Apologizing to the 1999 PSMR team members

I have been advised that Malcolm Brinded has spoken to the PSMR team members Hoskins,
Madden, Merry and Mutimer and this is covered already in the Shell statement (see Appendix)

With reference to Part (3) - Apologizing to the enforcing authority, the HSE

(~
Kieran has met with the new Head of the Offshore Safety Division (the HSE) in Aberdeen.

He later, along with the Shell UK Country Chairman James Smith, met with the CEO of the HSE,
Kieran advised me at our last meeting that these were bridge building meetings where Shell did
indicate atonement for past dealings and wished to lay the foundation for better and more open
communications in the future,

With reference to Part (4) - Talking to the workforce about past failures in communication

'::'·'.d not get in the discussions any information on any action re reparation to workforce on failure
by Shell to make them aware of risks on their respective offshore installations and any action to
reduce risks both in 1999 and 2003,

On a positive Note however the OllC (workforce representative's organisation) has, at Kieran's
initiative, been involved more openly with Shell to establish better relationships and understanding
and this is to be welcomed,

When you read the Note from Malcolm you get the feeling of intimacy between us, as if we
discussed these issues together over a beer, I have not seen Malcolm since I think early 1996
and my only communication with him was a personal letter sent by me in December 2004, Its just
another example of what we call in modern parlance spin, however I have no objections to it
being written in this manner, but just so as you are aware,

•

\1-

You will see from the letter that I was employed by SIEP (on a part-time basis) as a consultant
from 2003 till May 2006 leading or being involved in six major HSE -MS audits,

You might find it surprising therefore that in June 2006, a Company that had employed me, and
commended me for my work, considered suddenly that I had made some very personal, and
completely unjustified attacks on current and past Shell employees.

Would you employ a Consultant who had done that for over two years after he had made these
allegations? These allegations were put to Malcolm in the letter of December 2004, he was asked
if he had any objections to them being made public, either in a paper, or book, he raised no
objections then, or since,

cNhilst on the point, some folks ~ho knew me in Aberd,een were critical ~s t? why I did not rais~
/~ :se concerns when I worked With Shell. Well at the time when I was dismissed as Lead Auditor
uf the PSMR, on return to The Hague the issue was taken up with the HSE Manager, who
discussed with Phil Watts and through my line to the Regional Director for Europe, Bob Sprague,
I was never informed what actions, if any, they took,
.

I also was confident that the HSE, investigating the workforce concerns re Touch Fuck All, and all
this getting onto BBC TV news and headlines in P&J and The Scotsman, would quickly get to the
bottom of all this stuff and come across the PSMR findings, They did not, and why they did not is
another story, for another day,

But more importantly, the two men were killed in September 2003, over a year after I had left full
employment with SIEP on early retirement on the first of September 2002.
r,<-:<-:,·

Bill Campbell

APPENDIX - EXTRACT FROM WORKING DOCUMENT

The following is an extract from the agreed working discussion draft of the 29th November 2006.
This Draft was prepared to reflect discussion between David Richmond, acting as a witness to
events and myself. Representing Shell was Kieron McFadyen who most people are aware is the
new EP corporate HSE Manager and a Shell EP legal counsel Keith Ruddock,

The Note was to be issued from the Executive Director Malcolm Brinded to specific EP staff i.e,
EPL T, EPLF and EP Europe staff together with all HSE safety professionals, senior maintenance

-

community staff - JG3+ - and all audit professionals, The title of the Note was Safety Takes
Priority

Working Draft -- Colleagues

Outcome of Learning Review

Further to the previous communications sent to you regarding UK North Sea safety, I wanted to
provide you with an update on where we are and to share some personal reflections, As you
know, earlier in the summer there was considerable publicity regarding the 1999 UK Platform
Safety Management Review (PSMR) and its follow-up, We have recently carried out a learning
review of how we responded to the publicity and debate that surrounded the comments made by
Mr. Bill Campbell in relation to the PSMR which were widely reported in the media, Our review
,rocess also included two meetings with Bill Campbell. Theaim was to fully understand his.J
,maining conCerns while at the~same time soliciting his feedback on how he viewed our handling ,.
of the matter,

Throughout our statements on this issue, we have always tried to make it clear that, we recognise
and respect Bill Campbell's professional and technical skills, Indeed, he was engaged by Shell as
a HSE audit consultant as recently as this year. We recognise too that his motivation in raising
these issues was a desire to improve safety and in particular was prompted by his frustration at
, not having had his evidence heard at the Brent Bravo Fatal Accident Inquiry. He now accepts that
the decision not to call him as a witness at the FAI had nothing to do with Shell. Whilstwe do not
agree with all that he said, there are many areas on which we are aligned, and in particular we
recognise the way in which the PSMR was followed up that there were shortcomings at the time
and it could have been handled better. Again in the spirit of openness I wanted to share with you
the outcome of our engagements with him. Bill Campbell and Shell clearly share the same
overriding aim of seeking continuous improvement in Shell's operational and HSE performance
j~::'--'''TOSS our business,
"

Seven years on, it is clear that the PSMR in 1999 was a pivotal event in Shell's ongoing safety
journey in the North Sea, I want to be clear that the contributions made by each of the members
of the PSMR team, including Bill Campbell, were important in providing the basis for much of what
has followed in safety improvements.

I have also now engaged with each of the Shell PSMR team members and relayed this message
to them in person, In my view, the PSMR spurred on our focus on asset integrity and was a key
stimulus for our efforts to address the "hearts and minds" aspects of safety, which have become
such a major part of our EP glo~al safety agenda, It was also a key step on our safety journey
which has led, amongst other things, to the establishment of the Golden Rules, the inclusion of
compliance as a separate principle in the SGBP and has influenced the way in which we look at
Technical Integrity, of which more below,

-'
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I also want personally to say that I recognise that we could have handled aspects of the PSMR
, report-out in 1999 in a better way, The key learning being that, whatever differences of view exist,
individuals who raise safety concerns should feel that their messages are being well understood
and responded to, The experience also underlines the critical importance of Internal Audit in
ensuring that such messages are identified, elevated and heard, Both Bill and I also believe that,
although we need to absorb the learning from past experiences, it is time now to move forward,
What is' clearly important within EP is that we reinforce our focus on safety - and ensure that we
deliver, as we should on our stated vision of making safety our number one priority in all that we
do,

Many thanks - Malcolm

From: keith,ruddock@shell.com
[mailto:keith,ruddock@shell,com]
Sent: 27 February 2007 12:31
To: john@shellnews,net
Cc: jeroen,vanderveer@shell.com;
Malcolm.Brinded@shell.com;
richard, wiseman@shell,com; mich iel, brandjes@shell,com
Subject: RE: Brent Bravo and Mr Bill Campbell

Jorma,Ollila@shell.com;

Dear Mr Donovan,

In your email to me of 20th February, 2007, you stated, inter alia, that:

"Jeroen van der Veer has sent a Letter of Censure to Brinded, It concluded that Brinded was
wrong to dismiss Campbell as SIEP Lead Auditor. Brinded was also required to apologise
personally to PSMR team members. A note to be issued by Brinded to EP staff and audit
professionals was drafted, The tone implied that Brinded was on first name terms with "Bill". In
fact they had not spoken for a decade,"

In response I can confirm that there was no letter or other communication from Mr van der Veer
concluding or indicating that Mr Brinded had been wrong to dismiss Mr Campbell as SIEP Lead
Auditor, Equally, when Mr Brinded spoke to the Shell members of the PSMR team at the end of
last year, he did so entirely of his own volition, No one had instructed him to do so.
The proposed statement to EP staff was being prepared by Shell in joint consultation with Mr
Campbell, as an attempt to find a mutually acceptable way forward with him - at the same time

-

taking this as another opportunity to re-stress critical safety messages internally, and associating
Mr Campbell with them positively, The contents of that proposed statement were discussed at
some lengt~ with Mr Campbell, and the more familiar use of "Bill" was intended to make the tone
more engaging for staff - especially as this was how Mr Campbell was known by former
colleagues, i1including by Mr Brinded - and not to imply that Mr Campbell had been in direct
contact with:IMr Brinded in recent years,

Accordingly, I do not believe that there is any basis for you including reference to any
such purported communication in your article,

Yours sincerely,

Keith Ruddock

Keith Ruddock
General Counsel Exploration and Production
Shell International BV,
The Hague, The Netherlands - Trade Register no, 27155369
Address: c/o Kessler Park 1, 2288 GS Rijswijk, The Netherlands
Tel: +31' 704474323
Fax: 4380 Email: Keith,Ruddock@shell,com
Internet: <http://www.shell.com/>

j.

-----Original Message----From: John Donovan [mailto:john@shellnews,net]
Sent: 27 February 2007 09:45
To: Ruddock, Keith KA SI-LSEP
Cc: van der Veer, Jeroen J RDS-CEJV; Brinded, Malcolm A RDS-ECMB; Ollila, Jorma SIRDS/CH; Wiseman, Richard RM SI-LMAPF
, Subject: RE: Brent Bravo and Mr Bill Campbell
Dear Mr Ruddock

We note the usual blanket denial.

We are however publishing an article today which includes reference to a Letter of Censure
involving Mr Jeroen van der Veer arid Mr Malcolm Brinded, This is obviously an important
matter in its own right.

If you are able to categorically state that there is no substance whatsoever to any such letter
or communication, then we will remove all reference to it.

-

The article will be published this afternoon,

Regards
John Donovan

From: keith,ruddock@shell.com
[mailto:keith,ruddock@shell.com]
Sent: 20 February 2007 13:31
To: john@shellnews.net
Subject: RE: Brent Bravo Scandal

Dear Mr Donovan

We disagree fundamentally with the factual basis and interpretation of the material you have
produced but believe that no useful purpose would be achieved by engaging in a detailed
rebuttal. We continue to expressly reserve our position in respect of these matters,

Regards

L";>"

Keith Ruddock

Keith Ruddock
General Counsel Exploration and Production
Shell International Exploration and Production B.V,
The Hague, The Netherlands - Trade Register no. 27002688
Address: Kessler Park 1, 2288 GS Rijswijk, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 704474323
Fax: 4380 Email: Keith,Ruddock@shell,com
Internet: <http://www.shell.com/>
-----Original Message----From: John Donovan [mailto:john@shellnews.net]
Sent: 20 February 2007 10:17
To: Ruddock, Keith KA SI-LSEP
Cc: van der Veer, Jeroen J RDS-CEJV; Brinded, Malcolm A RDS-ECMB; Ollila, Jorma SIRDS/CH; Wiseman, Richard RM SI-LMAPF
Subject: Brent Bravo Scandal

..

Dear Mr Ruddock

Re: My email dated 19 February 2007,

I

We had wanted Shell to have the opportunity to comment on a draft article based on
information from documents in our possession and were prepared to take into account in a
final draft, any comments made by Shell, particularly in relation to factual accuracy,

To give you some idea of the content, the following are extracts from the current
comprehensive draft which contains devastating allegations and commentary about Shell
and its senior management: -

, Campbell says that Shell's Chief Internal Auditor, Jakob Stausholm, admitted to him in a
taped telephone conversation that the allegations made by Shell against Campbell in the
releases were known by him (Stausholm) to be "false and misleading",

. Stausholm also clearly stated in the recorded conversation from June 2004 that the EP
internal communique did not take into account factual evidence from his investigation
report, The evidence was ignored as a conscious decision to strengthen the rebuttal to
allegations attributed to Campbell in an article published by Upstream Online, Stausholm
accepted that this had the secondary effect of punishing Campbell.

, In the same taped conversation, Stausholm disassociated himself and his colleague,
Richard Sykes, the EP Group Environmental Adviso'r, from the formation of the wording in
the press release and EP internal communique.

, Missing files: Campbell says that files held in the Internal Audit department in Aberdeen
and at the EPS-HE library in The Hague relating to the PSMR disappeared, Related
records of interviews with senior Brent Bravo management when important admittances
were made had also conveniently disappeared. The same applied to logbooks,
maintenance records, statements by inspectors etc,

. That contrary to Shell press statements no audit was carried out on Brent Bravo in 2000,

, Jeroen van der Veer has sent a Letter of Censure to Brinded. It concluded that
Bri'nded was wrong to dismiss Campbell as SIEP Lead Auditor, Brinded was also required
to apologise personally to PSMR team members, A note to be issued by Brinded to EP
staff and audit professionals was drafted, The tone implied that Brinded was on first name

-

terms with "Bill", In fact they had not spoken for a decade,

, Kieron McFayden admitted at a meeting with Campbell in the presence of a witness,
David Richmond (a retired Shell platform manager), that when he learned about the "touch
fuck all" policy, he was "thoroughly ashamed" .

. Campbell says: "I have been thoroughly sickened by the whole process that a
Company with such published principles and standards can lie, cheat, falsify and
corrupt and defame the character of a respected employee who has been
commended various times throughout his long career. "

Campbell has continued to publicly campaign about the alleged disregard for safety out of
concern that unless past wrongdoing is exposed and culprits punished, another major
accident is inevitable and that more preventable deaths will be the outcome,

Since we have not even received the courtesy of an acknowledgement, it seems
reasonable to conclude that Shell is not interested in the offer. Consequently, unless we
hear from you by 2pm UK time today we will assume that Shell does not wish to take up
the offer and will not bother Shell further on the matter.

While writing, I would also like to draw your attention to the following article,

ShellNews,net:

Update on lawsuits against Royal Dutch Shell
lip Ic,com/2 007/02/2 Ols hell news net-u pd ate-o n-Iawsu its-a gainst -roya 1-

< http://royaldutchshe
i:';:- .'.'

dutch-shell/>

No doubt Shell will let us know if it disputes what we say in this article,

Regards
John Donovan

-

Ruddock,

Keith KA SI-LSEP

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

John Donovan Uohn@shellnews,net]
27 February 2007 19:35
Ruddock, Keith KA SI-LSEP
van der Veer, Jeroen J RDS-CEJV; Brinded, Malcolm A RDS-ECMB; Ollila, Jorma SIRDS/CH; Brandjes, Michiel CM RDS-LC; Wiseman, Richard RM SI-LMAPF
RE: Brent Bravo and Mr Bill Campbell

Dear Mr Ruddock

This is my detailed response,

It is probably wrong of me to be suspicious of lawyers, but I note that you chose to respond to my
th
email of 20 February 2007, rather than answer directly the question I asked today about what,
........
'u describe as a "purported communication", It would be very easy for you to clear up this point
~y simply answering on an unambiguous basis the question I put to you today. You now also have
the precise formulation used by Mr Campbell to describe the Letter of Censure, An unambiguous
categorical denial would also deal with what he has stated on that aspect. Otherwise the door is
left open that such a communication was contemplated or issued, even if the content was
different to that stated in our draft or by Mr Campbell,

I note the confirmation that Mr Brinded did speak to Shell members of the PSMR team at the end
of last year on this subject. Perhaps you will find Mr Campbell's account in 'The Making of
Amends" document to be more accurate than our interpretation,

If you want to deal with "The Making of Amends" on a detailed basis (which we would welcome)
t.hen for the sake of clarity and the understanding of our readers, it would be appreciated if you
[:::':Jld use plain unambiguous language so that there is no room left for doubt or
misinterpretation, You could insert your comments in red text in the appropriate places throughout
the document. It would be published on unedited basis, We are always willing to publish on that
basis any response which Shell wishes to make to any article published on our websites, That is a
standing invitation, I do not believe that we could be fairer,

Regards
John Donovan
Royald utchshellplc, com

From: keith,ruddock@shell.com

-

[mailto:keith.ruddock@shell.com]
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Sent: 27 February 2007 12:31
To: john@shellnews,net
Cc: jeroen, vanderveer@shell.com; Malcolm, Brinded@shell.com;
richard, wiseman@shell,com; mich iel. brandjes@shell.com
Subject: RE: Brent Bravo and Mr Bill Campbell

Jorma, Ollila@shell.com;

Dear Mr Donovan,

In your email to me of 20th February, 2007, you stated, inter alia, that:

"Jeroen van der Veer has sent a Letter of Censure to Brinded, It concluded that Brinded was
wrong to dismiss Campbell as SIEP Lead Auditor, Brinded was also required to apologise
personally to PSMR team members, A note to be issued by Brinded to EP staff and audit
-'~'~f)fessionals was drafted, The tone implied that Brinded was on first name terms with "Bill". In
.,;tthey had not spoken fo( a decade, ,,',

In response I can confirm that there was no letter or other communication from Mr van der Veer
concluding or indicating that Mr Brindedhad been wrong to dismiss Mr Campbell as SIEP Lead
Auditor, Equally, when Mr Brinded spoke to the Shell members of the PSMR team at the end of
last year, he did so entirely of his own volition, No one had instructed him to do so,
The proposed statement to EP staff was being prepared by Shell in joint consultation with Mr
Campbell, as an attempt to find a mutually acceptable way forward with him - at the same time
taking this as another opportunity to re-stress critical safety messages internally, and associating
Mr Campbell with them positively, The contents of that proposed ~tatement were discussed at
some length with Mr Campbell, and the more familiar use of "Bill" was intended to make the tone
more engaging for staff - especially as this was how Mr Campbell was known by former
colleagues, including by Mr Brinded - and not to imply that Mr Campbell had been in direct
contact with Mr Brinded in recent years.
_£:<:':',:,

Accordingly, I do not believe that there is any basis for you including reference to any
such purported communication in your article,

Yours sincerely,

Keith Ruddock

Keith Ruddock
General Counsel Exploration and Production
Shell International B,V,
The Hague, The Netherlands - Trade Register no, 27155369

-

•

Address: c/o Kessler Park 1, 2288 GS Rijswijk, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 704474323
Fax: 4380 Email:. Keith,Ruddock@shell.com
Internet: <http://www.shell.com/>
I
,

-----Original Message----From: J~hn Donovan [mailto:john@shellnews,net]
Sent: 27 February 2007 09:45
To: Ruddock, Keith KA SI-LSEP
Cc: van der Veer, Jeroen J RDS-CEJV; Brinded, Malcolm A RDS-ECMB; Ollila, Jorma SIRDS/CH; Wiseman, Richard RM SI-LMAPF
Subject: RE: Brent Bravo and Mr Bill Campbell
Dear Mr Ruddock

We note the usual blanket denial.

We are however publishing an article today which includes reference to a Letter of Censure
involving Mr Jeroen van der Veer and Mr Malcolm Brinded. This is obviously an important
matter in its own right.

If you are able to categorically state that there is no substance whatsoever to any such letter
or communication, then we will remove all reference to it.

The article will be published this afternoon,

Regards

.,"

John Donovan

From: keith,ruddock@shell,com
[mailto:keith,ruddock@shell.com]
Sent: 20 February 2007 13:31
To: john@shellnews,net
Subject: RE: Brent Bravo Scandal

Dear Mr Donovan

-

We disagree fundamentally with the factual basis and interpretation of the material you have
produced but believe that no useful purpose would be achieved by engaging in a detailed
rebuttal. We continue to expressly reserve our position in respect of these matters,

Rega~ds

Keith Ruddock

Keith Ruddock
General Counsel Exploration and Production
Shell International Exploration and Production BV,
The Hague, The Netherlands - Trade Register no, 27002688
Address: Kessler Park 1, 2288 GS Rijswijk, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 704474323
Fax: 4380 Email: Keith,Ruddock@shell.com
Internet: <http://www.shell.com/>
-----Original Message----From: John Donovan [mailto:john@shellnews,net]
Sent: 20 February 2007 10: 17
To: Ruddock, Keith KA SI-LSEP
Cc: van der Veer, Jeroen J RDS-CEJV; Brinded, Malcolm A RDS-ECMB; Ollila, Jorma SIRDS/CH; Wiseman, Richard RM SI-LMAPF
Subject: Brent Bravo Scandal
Dear Mr Ruddock

Re: My email dated 19 February 2007.

We had wanted Shell to have the opportunity to comment on a draft article based on
information from documents in our possession and were prepared to take into account in a
final draft, any comments made by Shell, particularly in relation to factual accuracy,

To give you some idea of the content, the following are extracts from the current
comprehensive draft which contains devastating allegations and commentary about Shell
and its senior management: -

, Campbell says that Shell's Chief Internal Auditor, Jakob Stausholm, admitted tohim in a
taped telephone conversation that the allegations made by Shell against Campbell in the
releases were known by him (Stausholm) to be "false and misleading",

-

, Stausholm also clearly stated in the recorded conversation from June 2004 that the EP
internal communique did not take into account factual evidence from his investigation'
report, The evidence was ignored as a conscious decision to strengthen the rebuttal to
alleg~tions attributed to Campbell in an article published by UpstreamOnline, Stausholm
accepted that this had the secondary effect of punishing Campbell.
\

, In the same taped conversation, Stausholm disassociated himself and his colleague,
Richard Sykes, the EP Group Environmental Advisor, from the formation of the wording in
the press release and EP internal communique,

, Missing files: Campbell says that files held in the Internal Audit department in Aberdeen
and at the EPS-HE library in The Hague relating to the PSMR disappeared, Related
records of interviews with senior Brent Bravo management when important admittances
were made had also conveniently disappeared, The same applied to logbooks,
maintenance records, statements by inspectors etc,

, That contrary to Shell press statements no audit was carried out on Brent Bravo in 2000,

, Jeroen van der Veer has sent a Letter of Censure to Brinded. It concluded that
Brinded was wrong to dismiss Campbell as SIEP Lead Auditor. Brinded was also required
to apologise personally to PSMR team members, A note to be issued by Brinded to EP
staff and audit professionals was drafted, The tone implied that Brinded was on first name
terms with "Bill". In fact they had not spoken for a decade,

. Kieron McFayden admitted at a meeting with Campbell in the presence of a witness,
David Richmond (a retired Shell platform manager)"that when he learned about the "touch
fuck all" policy, he was "thoroughly
ashamed". '

. Campbell says: "I have been thoroughly sickened by the whole process that a
Company with such published principles and standards can lie, cheat, falsify and
corrupt and defame the character of a respected employee who has been
commended various times throughout his long career. 11

Campbell has continued to publicly campaign about the alleged disregard for safety out of
concern that unless past wrongdoing is exposed and culprits punished, another major
accident is inevitable and that more preventable deaths will be the outcome,

Since we have not even received the courtesy of an acknowledgement, it seems
reasonable to conclude that Shell is not interested in the offer, Consequently, unless we
hear from you by 2pm UK time today we will assume that Shell does not wish to take up

..

the offer and will not bother Shell further on the matter,

While writing, I would also like to draw your attention to the following article,

ShellNews,net: Update on lawsuits against Royal Dutch Shell
<http://reyaldutchshellp Ic,com/2 007/02/2 O/shellnewsnet -u pd ate-an-laws uits-against -reyaldutch-shelll>

No doubt Shell will let us know if it disputes what we say in this article,

Regards

(':'

John Donovan

-

